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ABSTRACT 
The author ha.s chosen to explore the po ss ibilit y that the 
creative talent exhibited by an artist's perceptive powers can be 
equalled 
effects. 
by the photographer through subtle use of special 
To this e nd the author has explo l'ed a pl'obiem encountered 
particularly in 1990's photography which has resulted ill a mass 
of high quality photographs taken by large numbers of amateurs 
world - wide, who are u si ng sophisticated moderrl camet's technology 
as a recording tool without achieving that element of creativity 
which captul'es DU I' attention and communicates with our inmost 
beings. 
The authol' ha s used his own photogl'aphic work and t.ha t of 
contempor"ary photogr'aphers in his field of s tud y, to su bstantiate 
the claim that thl'ough use of subtle special effects in a ,'ariety 
of topics, the photograph can be used a s imaginatively and 
c reativ e ly a s an i mage pI'oduced by a competent artist o r' painter. 
This observati.on co uld have important implication s for an 
industry which throug}l co mput er' tec}lnology PI'oposes t o go beyond 
the technical re strictions o f the painter whil s t main tai ning that 
p rofession's cl"eative flexibility. 
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These spec ial effects should, i n the Buttlo r"s opinion be u sed n ot 
as an e nd to th e mselves, bu t as a mea n s o f transfol~ min g the 
of ten c linical med ium of ph o tography into a creative tool li lni te d 
only by th e photographer's imaginative power's. 
********* 
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CHAPTER 1 
1.1 INTRODUCTION: 
"A photographer s hould be considered a kind of magi cian, a 
being possessed of very special pow e rs that enable him to 
control myste riou s forces and energies outside himself" 
(Tress 1986:149). 
In the author's opinioll, this statement by photographer Arthur 
Tr ess hints at a deepe r side to photography; and it is thi s 
a spect loo se ly referred to as the "creative" or "imaginative " 
side of our beings, that the author has c hosen as a su bject under 
investigation in this script. 
The title of this script; namely. "The Creative Photographic 
Image" , was chosen specifically in order to distinguish the topic 
of discussion from the normal or purely "technical" photographic 
image, to that requiring insight and heightened powers of 
perception. The Oxford di ctionary of current Engli sh describe s 
the word creative as being - "able to create; / inventive, / 
imaginative." 
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Hence the word "cl'eative" was chosen in the following context; to 
demonstrate that the inventive, c reativ e and imaginative powet'S 
latent in each one of u s could be expre ssed most effectively 
through the medium of photography given a certain lev e l of 
competence and technical expertise. 
Since its inc ept ion in the late 1830's (Turner 1988:7), 
photography has become not only a phenomenal means of 
communication and visual expression, but unquestionably one of 
the world's most powerful image - forming and thought - provoking 
tools. 
Considering its brief hi sto ry, the quick growth and global 
acceptance of this medium is no less than astonishing. 
It should not appear too surpri s ing therefore, that the crea tive 
talent latent in many visual artists of noteworthy merit would 
possibly be aptly expressed through the medium of photography; 
especially as the same laws of compos i t ion, line and ton e that 
set the pa r~ame t e r s of most paintings and drawings are also 
a pplicable to the medium of photography . 
Howeve r, it should not be fo rgott en that these trie d and tested 
laws whi c h have been passed down through centuries of sr'tists and 
13 
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transferr e d relatively re cently to the budding medium of 
photography s hould 
rules to be broken. 
be regarded strictly as guidelines; almost a s 
To this end the author has chosen to explore 
th e possibility that the creative talent exhibited by the 
61'tist's perceptive powers can, in fact be equalled on the same 
level of creativity by the photographer through the medium of 
special effects. These special effects should, in the author's 
opinion, be used not as an end to themselves, but as a means of 
transforming the often clinical, technical medium of photography 
into a s limitless a creative tool as the perceptive power s and 
imagination of the artist would dictate. 
1,2 THE PROBLEM: 
"Perhaps why so much of today's photography doesn't "grab us or 
mean anything to our personal lives is that it fails to touch on 
the hidden life of the imagination and fantasy which i s hungry 
for stimulation" (Tress 1986:149), 
In the author's opinion, the above-mentioned quote aptly sums up 
the problem encountered particularly in recent year's (1990's), 
wh e re increased technological sophistication has resulted in 
la c king on e great quantities of excellent quality photographs 
important ingredient; namely soul. 
14 
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To this end the author identifies with tho s e photographe rs who 
!'egard th e camera as an extension of the hand - ie. as a means of 
expressing the creative instinct latent in each one of us. 
1.3 THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROJECT: 
By means of thi s script the 
used most 
author intends to demonstrate that 
the camera can be successfully as an expressive and 
creative tool, especially when used in conjunction with subtle 
special effects and a fertile imagination. 
1.4 METHOD OF STUDY: 
The method of study will include research into the work of 
artists and photographers whose use of the medium of photography 
falls under the chosen topic . The author's practical work and 
experimentation in his field of study will be used to support the 
aim of this project which is to demonstrate that the camera can 
be used as an effective tool for the creative visual arts. 
A body of practical work wi 11 be exhibited at a venue to be 
announced, in February 1995. 
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CHAPTER 2 
PHOTOGRAPHY AS CREATIVE TOOL 
As me nti o n e d i n the Purpose of thi s script. th e author 
reiterates that photography should be see n as yet another means 
o f exp re ssi ng the creative instinct latent in each one of us ; ie. 
instead o f u s ing pen or brush to illustrate our inmost 
imaginings, we may use the camera as an extension of our hand . 
2 . 1 PERCEPTION : 
The author beli eves that an under standing of the relationsh ip 
between creativity in the artistic sense and that expressed in 
photography would be incomplete were it not for 
an important ingredient, namely ; PERCEPTION. 
the incl usion of 
From prehistoric cave paintings to the present day. image - making 
has ultimately been based on perception; ie. the ability of the 
beholder to interpret an image within the confines of hi s 
individual cultural, s ocial and behavioral identity. 
This observation could be likened to past perceptions of South 
African art as see n through a predominantly "western" pez'spective 
16 
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and taught accordingly for decades in schools and BI't co lleges 
alike. (Thi s statement can be verified by s tudying the syll abi 
of state - run institutions giving art as 
of the century to the early 1990's). 
a subject from the turn 
Now that these ins titutions, and the publi c are becoming mOl'e 
aware of the rich culture inhel'ent itl African art, perceptions 
are gradually c hanging, and effecting the way in which the 
subject is taught and perceived. (an example of this would b e 
the move towards a more African - orientated art syllabus in 
Technikons and Universities throughout the c ountry; although this 
trend is sti 11 in its early evolutionsl'Y stages in so me 
institutions). Studie s in this regard have been carl~ied out by 
the Education and Development Forum who published an article 
entitled "Towards a Rural Art Curriculum" (Matlhasedi 1992:71-
73) 
In a similar way western culture has infiltrated traditional 
African culture with often colourful results. Traditional dance 
and dress codes exhibit this tendency markedly. (The author ha s 
photographe d traditional Zulu dances being performed in Natal, 
the photographs that their only to find later, on enlarging 
authentic-looking apparel incl uded scout belts, plast i c beads, 
Wes tern-sty l e western fabri cs and pieces of tin and gla ss ) . 
clothes have certa inly taken their toll. on Afr'i ca n cultuI'al 
17 
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dres s, and this has led to a gradllal change in perception amongst 
its younger peers. {The youth move from rural areas into the 
cities to find work, and are influenced markedly by western 
fashions which they try to aspire to; - speak to almost any large 
exclusive clothes store manager , and he/she will often tell you 
that their main customers are blac k Afri cans- embracing as it 
wet"e, so-called western cultural perceptions. 
Similar trends can be seen in the field of photography, as 
pprceptions change due to technological advances such as computel' 
imag e manipulation and digital imaging cameras. Mo rphing 
effects in the cinematographic industry (wher e people 01" objects 
are "transformed" into other forms before our eyes with 
photographic clarity), has led to a greater acceptance of the 
A ,'no 1 d camera as a powerful creative tool. The film by 
Schwartzenegger entitled "Terminator II " was one of the first 
movie s to make use of this dynamic special effect. 
Although the artist or painter ha s traditionally seemed to hold 
the key to "individual expression", the author is of the opinion 
that photog,'aphy has also influenced the painting/drawing 
fraternity most significantly since its inception in the late 
1830' s. 
18 
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2.2 INFLUENCE OF PHOTOGRAPHY ON ART: 
Well-known paintings and drawings can often be related directly 
to photographic influences at the time. A prime example to back-
up this hypothesis would be "Nude descending staircase" (see 
~late 2 .1 ) by Duchamp; which bears an amazing resemblance to the 
numerous photographic figure studies carried out by Eadweard 
Muybridge (see plate 2.2). 
Another example of photography influencing an artist can be seen 
in the wOl' k of Chuck Close, a New York artist who painted large 
portraits in the 1960' s. He belongs to a group of painters who 
do not attempt to disguise their photogr'aphic sources, and wOl'k 
directly from photographs which they have eit h er taken 
themselves, 
archives. 
or obtained from other sources such as museum 
Close achieved remarkable detail in his portraits such as the one 
entitled "Richard'· which Close painted in 1969 using Acrylic and 
measuring 108 x 84 inches. (see plate 2.3) . Hi s technique 
includes the use of an airbrush combined with razor blade etching 
to accentuate photographi c detail. In fa c t, he even goes so far 
as to paint certain sectiollS of the photograph out of focus thus 
echoing the vision unique to the ca mera as photographic 
instrument, 
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When commenting on his close association with the camer'a as a 
recording tool for his paintings Chuck Close said; 
"The camera is objective. When it ,'ecords a face it can't 
make any hierarchial decisions about a nose being more 
important than a cheek. The camera is not aware of what it 
is looking at. It jus t gets it all down. I want to deal 
with the image it has recorded which is black and white, two 
dimensional and loaded with surface detail" (Van Deren Coke 
1972: 75). 
When contemplating other painting styles such as those of the 
Impressionists and Pointillists, the reader could be forgiven for 
drawing the conclusion that their many dots of pigment making up 
a scene could have been influenced by the gr.in structure of the 
new medium of photography which was "all the rage" at that time. 
Other examples include the works of Pablo Picasso, eg; the 
Cha "ne 1 house 1945 (see plates 2.4 and 2.5) in which he 
interprets photographs of mass graves at Belsen concentration 
camp taken after liberation. 
Rico Lebrun made graphic drawings and sketches almost directly 
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from similar photographs taken at Buchenwald concentration camp. 
An example of this is his work entitled; Floor of Buchenwald 
No.1. - 1957 (see plates 2.6 and 2.7) The photograph from which 
this image was derived was taken by Lee Miller (later referred to 
as Lady Penrose) in 1945. Commenting on his Buchenwald 
concentration camp series Lebt'un said; 
I did many precise and lucid drawings using the 
photographic documentation available on the subject as a 
text to maintain and amplify if possible the authenticity of 
brute force" (Van Deren Coke 1972: 111) 
However, Lebrun's interpretations of t his ho I' r' i f i c event in our 
history does not evade criticism from people such as philosopher 
Raymond Durgnat who felt that Lebrun detracted from the reality 
of the actual situation by attempting to bring order into a scene 
fraught with disorder, human misery and death. According to Van 
Deren Coke, Durgnat preferred the angle and composition of the 
original photograph, as it depicted the harshness of the 
surroundings such as hard cobble-stone floor, rough textured 
cloth and discarded starved bodies stiffened in death - elements 
"watered down" by the artist's interpretation of the photographic 
evidence in front of him. Although painters using photographs 
for their paintings are sometimes frowned upon by members of 
their own profession, it would seem that this is, if 
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anything on the increase, especially with computer-enhanced 
images and the wide spread use of this technology by artists to 
retouch and enhance photographs of models for fashion magazines . 
The author predicts that artists of the future will increasingly 
use the computer in combination with sc anned photograph s to 
I'eplace conventional Bl'tistic tool s such as paint and brush. 
He is also of the opinion that the creative photographic image 
should not be restricted solely to the confines of the two -
dimen s ional paper on which it i s printed, but through imaginative 
pres e ntation should be allowed to take on an almost sc ulptural or 
three - dimensional form. 
2.3 PRESENTATION OF THE PHOTOGRAPH AS AN ART FORM: 
The thought-provoking work of An se lm Keifer (born in German y 
1945) whereby phot og raphs are pasted into large lead book s stored 
and arranged on steel ra c ks, may, f o r the more co nv e ntional 
photographer be see n to stretch the theme of the creative 
photographic imag e to the limits of acceptabilit y ; especially 
si nc e many of Keifer' s photographi c images do not exhibit mu c h 
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technical or' even compositional prowess. However, although the 
latter criteria are important contributor's to an aesthetically 
pleasing, or thought - provoking final image. the work of Keifer 
carves a niche of its own thI'ough the use of textured lead pages. 
(see plates 2.8 and 2.9) On occasion he even had people walk or 
drive over the original lead sheets and expose them to 
atmospheric pollution prior to soldering them into book form. 
Unlike conventional paper with a limited range of textures, the 
lead was sometimes pounded with dry peas or stained with clay 
prior to application of torn or peeled sections of photographic 
images which were often arranged according to themes. The author 
find s this approach quite refreshing, as each cumbersome volume 
is so completely different to the next. In fact, solarized 
photographs of the leaden books in their bare studio cluttered 
with pieces of wire and rope dangling from shelves, takes on a 
sculptural form of its own which can best be summed up by Keifer 
himself when he comments that his work is constantly evolving (he 
simply builds extra racks when 
re si lienc e of the material his 
timeous quality. 
The author proposes that in the 
necessary) 
creations 
and 
take 
n ex t two or three 
due to the 
on an almost 
decades the 
influence of photography as c reative tool will be restricted only 
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by the photographer's imagination and creative ability. By that 
time, advances in fields such as holography and virtual-reality 
would most probably have evolved to such an extent (in 
combination with digital-imaging and video camera systems), that 
photography at that time could be perceived as an almost 
tangible three-dimensional reality. 
The potential of this medium in the context of being used as a 
creative tool, 01' as an extension of the human mind and hand 
would. in the author's opinion unleash imaginative thought and 
promote such creative expression tha t photography up to the 
first half of the twentieth centuz'y would be compared to the 
"dark ages" in cz"eative thought. If this statement seems a 
little presumptuous, it may be an interesting exercise to browse 
through a few magazines of "top photographs" from the 1940's and 
50's. An poignant example of this would be photographs from the 
1947 photographic annual entitled; The World's best Photographs 
(third edition) . One particular photograph which seems 
particularly quaint by today's standards is one entitled "Gay 
nineties"; which 
time at the opera) 
depicts 
Other 
socialites having a pI"esumably good 
publications exhibiting this style 
include: "Candid photography" Fawcett 1953 and "Photog,'aphy 
handbook" - Fawcett 1959". I'm quite sure the readet" would agree 
that some of the images seem quite comical and even naive by 
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today' s standards of perception and technology. These 
observations are particularly evident when contemplating the work 
of the Bauhaus (art and design school founded in Weimar - Germany 
in 1919), which in the 1930's seemed to epitomize a sense of 
modernism and free expression. However, compared to images 
taken by professional, and even some amateur photographers in the 
1990's, their efforts could be categorized at best as 
experimental. (Marizona 1987 (3rd printing): 11 + 34 - 35 + 65 
+ 155 + 170 + 193 + 202). To their credit however. is the fact 
that they were prepared to take their rather primitive fold-out 
Voight lander and early Leiea cameras and break - away fz"om what was 
perceived to be the norm at that time. In the same way. our 
efforts now may seem primitive when viewed in hindsight thirty 
years distant. 
This possibilit y should not deter us 
our inmost 
advancements 
imaginings 
in progress 
(given the 
at present) 
however, as by expressing 
exciting technological 
we contribute to the 
evolution of the medium of photography as creative 
future; and what a future that may turn out to be. 
tool of the 
25 
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Plate 2.1 "" Nud e de s ce ndin g staircase" a painti ng by Duchamp 
(Raynes 1981:111) 
Plate 2.2 "FigUI ' 0 i n Ulol i c' :-. "' b y Muyb "id g e I Bp. B Z ] P.Y 1 9 S 0 : 3 7) 
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Plate 2.4 " Chal' n e] house . Painting b y Pahl o Pi c as so, (1945) 
Oi] and c han; oal on ca nva s , (V a n Deren Co k e 198 6:110) 
Plate 2.5 "Ma ss g I ' A. V I,,! Ph o togl' a pher unkn o wn . Be ] sen 
co rl ce ntl'a t io rl CAmp. (19 4 5) (\8n DOI' en Co ke 1986:110) 
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Plate 2.6 "Bu c henwald" - photograph by Lee Miller, also known a s 
La dy Penro ~;e (Van Deren Co ke 1986:111) 
Plate 2.7 "F loo r o f Buchr.nwald" Cnsein a:-, d ink by Ri c ,-' Leb run 
( Van De,· 8 nCo k e 1 98 f; : I I 1 ) 
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Plate 2.8 P h o t ogr'a ph o f 8 sec ti o n o f th e Re if e l"s s tudi o 
(Kci f e l ' 198 6:2 91) 
Plat e 2 . 9 Photogl' cq> h - "B ooK 4 S " (by Keifel' ) Photogr aph s 
p rese nt ed i n .book $ fas h io n ed f l 'o m lead. ( 1\ (0 if" I ' 1 98 9 : 2 7 6 ) 
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CHAPTER 3 
SPECIAL EFFECTS PHOTOGRAPHY 
Since the dawn of time man has mused over the wonders of nature; 
the beauty of a bird in flight, the harmony of the human body in 
motion or the grace of a predator as it stalks its prey_ It was 
not until the age of photography however, that man could, for the 
first time study these events in a clinical and scientific 
mannel'; first by means of faster emulsions and shutter speeds and 
later, as technology improved, by the utilization of that 
innovative invention; the electronic flash gun. 
Professor Harold Edgerton's experiments with high speed flash 
illumination initiated in 1931 was one of the pioneers in this 
area of special effects photography (see Edgerton - chapter Four, 
Contemporary Photographers) His research into the construction 
of electronic flash units which emitted ultra high speed bursts 
of light for cinematic and 
burgeoning interest in this 
especially as the potential 
expOSUl'es faster than any 
st i 11 camera usage , led to a 
particular area of photography; 
of photographs 
mechanical 
being 
shutter 
taken with 
would be 
substantial. No t only we 1'e his experiments important in the 
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fields of industrial and medical research. but the potential of 
this new creative tool was soon realised in 
advertising and nature photogl'aphy. (The 
particularly well exploited by Steven Dalton. 
entitled contemporary photographers). 
See 
fields such as 
latter being 
chapter Four; 
The author has used commercial flash units to good effect when 
creating special effects such as painting with flash, using fill-
in flash, filtered flash or flash in conjunction with macro 
photography. (See chapter Five entitled; author's work). 
Of cour'se, the electronic flash gun comprises only one segment of 
a diverse range of special effects ranging from quite complex 
gadgetry to amazingly simple but effective photographic"tricks". 
When commenting on the role of special effects in photography, 
Mike Stensvold, author of "In-camera special effects" - 1984, 
stated that "each special effect should be used for a reason, and 
that reason is always the same; because the effect will produce a 
mOl'e effective image than you'd get without the effect." (In-
camera special effects - Blanford press - 1984: 7). Hence the 
need to evolve a knowledge and personal style as regards the use 
of special effects as a tool to enhance an image already 
exhibiting photographic potential. In fact, the author is of the 
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opinion that almost any effect, be it trick or othel'wise, should 
be applied with full legitimacy in order' to achieve the desired 
result; be it one of mood, atmosphel'e, presence or compOSUI'e-
anything, as long as it works! 
Some so-called purists would balk at the idea that an image had 
been "doctored" in order to achieve the final result. However, a 
working knowledge of darkroom as well as camera and processing 
effects takes many years to accomplish and often exhibits a high 
degree of competence on the part of the 
who knows how to use them discreetly. 
The author has met some professional 
experienced photographer 
wedding photographers who 
for many years 
the presumption 
have refused to use fill-in flash outdoors, on 
that "nothing beats natural light", Whi 1 s t tha t 
may hold true for many out-door lighting situations such as 
landscapes, architecture etc, when taking portraits outdoors it 
is often necessary to have the bride or groom facing away from 
the sun in order to prevent ~hem from screwing up their eyes due 
The photographer is now faced with two options; to the glare, 
position the subject/s so that the sunlight strikes them gently 
slightly from behind and expose for the face (background will 
usually wash-out due to over exposure) or to photograph the 
subject/s in the shade in which case reflections from the sky or 
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ground (especially grass) will "esult in rather unsightly c olour 
casts. 
The simple but effective solution to both scenarios would be to 
use fill-in flash at least two stops under exposed with correct 
ambient light. This simple special effect results in clean skin 
tones and adds a sparkle to the eyes whilst retaining modelling 
and, if used judiciously and placed side-by- side with the non 
fill-in flash photo's, the differences in quality will be marked. 
More complex effects are necessary when photographing a subject 
close-up in the foreground with an object such as the moon 
forming part of the background. 
one lens and a single exposure 
impossible due to depth of field 
Anyone who has tried this with 
would know that it is virtually 
and subject-ta-moon proportions 
(the moon will appear as a speck of dust on the horizon). In 
order to make the moon look plausible in relation to the 
foreground object it will be necessary either to take two 
separate negatives - one of the moon with a telephoto and the 
other of the close-up subject with a standard or wide angle lens, 
and sandwich them during printing; or to multi - expose both 
images onto the same negative (marking the relevant positions of 
each object on the ground glass of a medium or large format 
camera) For a more detailed explanation of this technique refer 
to "Dusk eat " in chapter Five . 
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3.1 PAINTING WITH LIGHT: 
Fascinating effects can be obtained using an effect commonly 
referred to as "painting with light" . This usually entails 
setting the camera up on a tripod at night and using a time 
exposut"e of abou t five minutes, during which time a torch is 
swirled in front of the camera from a distance of approximately 
two to three meters. The resultant image gives a feeling of 
movement and can be used in conjunction with flash or carefully 
arranged spots of tungsten light. 
3.2 PHYSIOGRAM: 
Another derivative of painting with light is the physiogram 
(Stensvold :30-31). Physiograms are simply patterns of light 
created by swinging a penlight torch over the lens of a camera 
during a time exposure in a darkened room. If colour film is 
used, different coloured gels or filters can be placed over the 
lens between "swings", (see plate 3.1) 
3.3 PAINTING WITH FLASH: 
This special effect can yield impressive results if carried out 
correctly. Painting with flash is similar to the above - mentioned 
torch-light technique, but entails the use of flash as an 
illumination medium. The advantage of this method is that large 
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areas c an be lit with a mo d e rately powered port a bl e fla s h unit 
s u c h as a Metz 45 or 60. The c amera is set up o n a tripod in, 
f o r e xample, a church building with columns running diagonally 
into the distance. Obviously in this situation a flash 
positioned on, or next to the camera would prove quite useless in 
s uch a large building. The so lution would thus be to wait until 
lighting conditions in th e building are low (eg. dusk) , and then 
u se a time exposure of about five minutes during whi c h time flash 
e xpo s ures are made from behind each pillar throughout the field 
o f view. The photographer c an even move in front o f the camel'S 
wh e n exposing area s s u c h as the altar or roof, as long as he has 
hi s back to the camera. The I'esultant image can r e v ea l a well 
e xpo se d interiol' with balance d willdow lighting if handled 
co rr ec tly. 
Other u ses for painting with light include multi -ex po s ing a 
mov i ng figure on a singl e s he e t of film. Once again the shutter 
mu s t remain on the bulb set ting during exposure, only, this time 
a strobe light or series of flash units are set off while the 
model is performing a specific routine (dancer/ javelin thrower 
etc) Thi s type of photograph should be taken against a black 
ba c kdrop so that the su bj ect d oes not be co me burnt-out against 
the ba c kground. Similar ima ges are used by an athl e t e ' s coaching 
tea m to identify bad running or throwing s t y l es and t o r ecti fy 
the pr'oblem. 
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Multi flash is useful when making studies of tiny creatul'es such 
as insects in flight. Steven Dalton mastered the multiflash 
technique by using a row of light-sensitive senSOl'S in a confined 
space, knowing that the insects would have to fly through his 
"wind tunn~l" in order to get to apparent freedom. As the 
unsuspecting moth or butterfly flew past the sensors they were 
triggered one by one, setting of one flash per sensor. The 
result displayed the insect on a single frame as though a strobe 
light had illuminated the scene. 
3.4 HIGH SPEED FLASH USING COMMERCIAL FLASH UNITS: 
Although high speed photography as performed by people such as 
Dalton and Edgerton make use of specially designed flash systems, 
surprisingly effective results can be achieved using quite simple 
commercial flash units. 
An interesting article was published in the August 1994 edition 
of "Outdoor Photographer", which contains an article by amateur 
photographer Bill Head. He photographed humming birds in mid-
flight with amazing clarity. using a flash unit which, at first 
glance would seem totally inappropriate fOl' the job. The flash 
in question is the Vivitar 283 which is known especially amongst 
journalists for its rugged construction and reliability. 
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Although quite robust, the 283 flash has never been consider'ed 
particularly quick as far as freezing rapid motion is concerned. 
According to Mr Head, the trick is to buy the Varipower adaptor 
VP-1 , and set it at - 4. The speed of the flash is thus 
drastically improved, with the inevitable drop in power of 
illumination, however. Bill Head attempts to compensate for 
this loss in f-stops by adding a tele - condenser to his flash 
head, which slightly intensifies the light output. 
The results are quite astounding, given the fact that the average 
humming bird beats its wings up to 80 times per second. 
This feat becomes even more surprising when one considers that if 
the humming bird beats its wings thr"ee inches each way, even at 
50 beats per second the wings will travel a total of "three 
hundred inches per second" (Outdoor Photographer magazine 
1994:28) 
Head mentions in his article that he often uses pi eces of 
coloured cut-out cardboard placed far behind the subject to give 
the impression of sky and foliage. The author has used thi s 
photographic technique for a number of years to good effect, and 
finds that painted backdrops also work well. The secret is t o 
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place the backdrop far bac k eno u g h to l'e nd er il almo s t t ota ll y 
out o f focus wtlen using an apert ure of f8 or' f5.6. 
The author feel s that given the photographic eq uipm e nt at his 
di s po sa I, Bi 11 Head achieved an excellent r es ult (See plate 
3 . 2) . 
Th e author experiment e d with high speed commercial fl as h units in 
1984 whilst studying for hi s National Diploma in phot og raphy at 
Natal Technikon. He manag e d to obtain clear ph o tographs of 
c hi c ken eggs be i ng s tru c k by the projectile fr'om a g un with a 
h o me-made triggeI" mec hani s m . The mechanism co uld be advan ce d 01" 
r e tarded to obtain differ e nt levels of s ubj ect disintegration 
with maximum image c larity ( See plate 3.3) 
3.5 PROJECTED IMAGE EFFECTS: 
Th e most simple means of achieving a projected image ef fe c t would 
b e to project a 35mm slide image onto an object or mode l (using a 
conventional 35mm projector) and re-photograph. Although quite 
basic , this method can render dramatic r esu lt s e s p ecial ly if 
photographed in a dark e n ed t' oom . 
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3.6 BACK-PROJECTION: 
This method of image projection involves projecting a slide onto 
the rear of a translucent screen which 
object/s being photographed. If the 
stationary it is possible to make a double 
velvet on the background between stages. 
is placed behind the 
foreground object is 
exposure, using black 
If, however, a single 
exposure is necessary, then the model can be lit carefully so 
that the back-projection screen is not illuminated from the 
front, de-saturating the image. 
3.7 CREATIVE DARKROOM SPECIAL EFFECTS: 
Although there are photographers who object to darkroom 
manipulation using effects such as vignetting, toning and multi-
printing, these effects usually enhance rather than detract from 
the success of an image if the technique is carried out 
judiciously with a high level of technical competence. Well 
known art photographers such as Obie Oberholzer who obtained his 
master's diploma in Germany and has travell ed the world as well 
as Southern Africa extensively taking photographs for books and 
exhibitions. rely quite heavily on darkroom techniques to enhance 
their photographs. They thus create an image conducive of the 
mood which motivated them to take the photograph in the first 
pla c e. (eg. ethe"ial - type lighting in a vast landscape; 
diffi c ult to capture u s ing conventional expo s ut'e and darkroom 
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techniques). 
Since the author discusses darkroom techniques quite exten s ively 
under the chapter on his own work, he 
techniques complimenting that section. 
will briefly menti on some 
3.8 DOUBLE PRINTING: 
Double printing involves exposi ng two negatives. one after the 
other on to the same sheet of printing paper. For example if you 
want to superimpose dramatic clouds into a landscape photograph, 
first expose the landscape negative onto the paper whilst masking 
out the sky area. The next step is to change negatives, mask the 
landscape and expose the clouds on the s ame s heet of paper. 
Success of this method depends on cutting accurate cardboard 
ma s ks and balancing exposures accordingly. 
3.9 SOLARIZATION: 
Solarization (also known as the "Sabat ier" effect) partially 
reverses the image by fogging to white light during proces s ing. 
The results of solarization are not predi c table, and results CBn 
vary quite substantially per print. The a uthor ha s developed a 
particular solal'i z ation technique which involve s placing an 
angle-poise lamp directly over the developing tray. As the image 
o n the exposed paper begins t o appea r . the lamp i s bri e fl y 
flicked on and off thus enabling the solarization to take place. 
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3.10 BAS RELIEF 
The bas relief technique transforms a normal negative into an 
image on the print which appears to be etched like a low relief 
sc ulpture. When making a bas relief print, the chosen negative 
must first be contact printed onto line film. The re s ulting film 
positive should be similar in contrast and tone to the original 
negative. These two images are then sandwiched together 
slightly out of register, and printed as one. 
3.11 CONCLUSION OF CHAPTER THREE: 
Although often fascinating in themselves, darkro o m te c hniques 
s hould, in the author's opinion be used as a mean s to an end 
I'ather than a means in itself. This should be noticeable in the 
author's own work, where special effects and darkroom ef~ects are 
often used subtlety in order to CI'eate mood and atmospi.?re whilst 
maintaining a level of aesthetic be,,,,ty and technical 
proficiency. 
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Plate 3.1 
Plate 3.2 
"Physi ogr am" a photograph by Mike Stensvold 
(Stensvo2d 1984:30) 
"Humm ing Bird" - a photograph by Bill Head 
(Outdoor Photographer Augu s t 1994:29) 
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Plate 3.3 "Expl o ding c hi c k e n egg (19 84) - a pho tog !'E,ph b y 
th e aut ho r . Er'ich Dedekind. 
Plat e 3.4 " S o ler'ization " by C 1 a !'ence Rai rlw atef" (B l aker' 
l ~lf18:4l9) 
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CHAPTER " 
CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHERS 
In this chapter the author has chosen to discuss the style and 
work s of photographer s in both creative and sc ientific fields, 
especially since his own work deals with the balance between 
te c hnically proficient special effects photography and the more 
subtle artistic influences attributed to the 
photographic image". 
4.1 JAN SAUDEK (1935) 
"What I really do is make portraits of the soul" 
(Saudek 1991:1) 
"creative 
The Czechoslovakian photographer , Jan Saudek is, in the author's 
opinion, one of the mo s t thought -p rovoking contemporary creative 
photographers of the twentieth century. 
Born in Prague in the mid 1930's, Saudek's first memories as a 
child included scenes of 
second world war which 
death and violence brought 
was in progress at that time. 
on by the 
In later 
years during the 1950' s under' the co mmunist regime, he managed to 
get permi ssion 
whi c h he hated. 
to bec o me a ph o tographer and leave the work -ya rds 
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His photogl'aphic work has a distinctly nineteenth century 
"painterly" feel, with large tapestries, drapes, ornaments and 
general kitsch often associated with that period. 
Perhaps his often harsh and difficult upbringing, interspersed 
with the beauty and "magic" of Prague led him to develop a style 
which, although giving him little reward in his 
given him enormous recognition in the West. 
own c ountry, has 
Most of Saudek ' s photographs are hand-tinted black & white 
images taken in his " cellar" - a room somewhere in the centel' of 
Prague where he is known to spend much time in seclusion. 
Many of his photographs are erotic and disturbing in character, 
but charged with energy and mood. His female models are 
voluptuous in the extreme, echoing the style of painters in the 
1600's such as Rubens and Van Dyck; although often with less 
subtlety. The pealing texture of the rotten cellar walls 
juxtaposed against the hand-tinted fleshy tones of his usually 
nucle or semi-nude models gives the vieweI' the distinct feeling 
that he/she is viewing a work of art in the form of a painting 
rather than a photograph. Large · draperies and intI'ieate floor 
mats are also used in combination with other pl'Op S t o imbue his 
wOI'k with a sense of pa s t beauty or pel'haps even deja - vQux. In 
effect , his photograph s enjoy success due to th e ir un co mpromising 
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honesty combined with a subtle fine-art feci. Th e author ha s a 
high regard for the wo rk of this "photographi c artist", and feels 
that within his own s tyl e he epitomizes the concept of the 
"creative photographic image 
Plate 4.1 "Child on r oa d" - a photograph by Jan Saudek 
(Saudek 1991 :20 ) 
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Plate 4.2 
" Childre n - 1903" - hand - tint ed photog":-aph by Jan 
Sa ud e k (Saudek 1991:144). 
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Plate 4.3 
Plate 4.4 
"Untitled" a hand-tinted photograph by Jan 
Saudek (Saudek 1991:147). 
--------
"Untitled" - a photograph by Jan Saud e k (Saudek 
1991:108). 
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4.2 JOYCE TENNESON (1945) 
Joyce Tenneson has won international acclaim for her etherial 
style of photographs which have a fine art feel whilst exhibiting 
a haunting beauty with mystical qualities. 
Tenneson's colour work in which she uses muted tones with a soft-
focus feel have been described as the creation of her own 
"private territory somewhere between Catholicism and Freud" 
(Tenneson 1993:7). 
Her' nude and semi-nude studies include people of varying ages, 
shapes and sizes juxtaposed against simple backgrounds with 
subtl e tones. Her images exhibit a grace and sensitivity which 
sets them apart from mere portrait studies (see plate 4.4). 
Tenneson makes frequent use of s pecial effects such as painting 
with light (plate 4.5) 
texture screens (plate 
effects give the images 
artistic characteristics 
psy c he. 
and 
4.6) 
double 
In 
printing using masks and 
the author's opinion these 
their mystic quality which take on 
as though mirrored in the artist's own 
Initially a teacher, she changed professions as explained in this 
excerpt; 
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. . Early in my career I chose to teach . and loved doing 
that. but after fifteen years I found it wasn't satisfying 
anymore. I no longer felt challenged. at the same time I 
was giving too much emotionally. becoming involved with the 
artistic and personal problems of the students. It strained 
me so much, I was finding it hard to make time for my own 
work" (Tenneson 1993: 105 - 106). 
Her teaching background could be the reason for her sensitivity 
towards her subjects who, irrespective of age ar'e encouraged to 
shed their clothes and stand naked before the clinical eye of the 
camera which records every feature with scientific accuracy. 
Tenneson presents photographic workshops where participants 
ranging in age from their teens to their 70's are persuaded to 
shed inhibitions and be photographed nude sometimes together in a 
group. Her ability to break through in-bred social restraints to 
this degree is what sets her work apart, and puts her in the seme 
league as Saudek and Tress 
and artistic preferences) . 
• 
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Plate 4.5 
Plate 4.6 
"Suzanne in contortion" a photograph by Joyce 
Tenneson (Tenneson 1993:55) 
"Light writings " - a photograph by Joyce Tenne so n 
(Tenneson 199 3:69). 
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4.3 HAROLD EDGERTON (1903) 
Professor Harold Edgerton, a graduate student in electrical 
engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the 
1930's gained world acclaim for his high speed flash photography. 
Although executed f rom a scientific research platform, his 
experiments spurr'ed a world - wide interest in the potential of 
this aspect of photography. This led to the development of high 
speed flash systems for more creative photographic purposes. 
Edgerton experimented extensively in the 1960'5 with the adapt ion 
of specialized flash units which could freeze motion more 
effectively than previously possible. 
Harold Edgerton was not only responsible for the rapidly flashing 
strobe light, but also for the development of extl'emely brief 
flashes of light brought about by constructing paper-wound 
capacitors ( in contrast to the modern, but less effective 
electrolytic capacitors). The secret to achieving both speed and 
power when constructing a high speed flash unit is to use a small 
value paper - wound capacitor and charge it to a high voltage prior 
to discharge in the form of a short duration burst of light 
(Dalton 1983: 14 - 15). 
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PI'of es'-;Ul' s u ccee dt:~d ln pl'oducing f las h ph()tog l'a ph s of 
al)p l 'o~ im a tely 100 OOOtll of se cond w it. h hi s fl OW well - known 
jmages of 303 projectiles s L"iking objects s u c h as playing cards 
end apples:, ( H c, ,'e fen' e d in je s t to the 
sessio n s as "making apple sauce") 
Plate 4,7 " B u 1 1 e l s t r' i kin g appl e " A ph otogl'aph by Harold 
Edgerto n (Dalto n 1983: 28 1 
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Although Professor Harold Edgerton provided valuable studies of 
events which our minds are not quick enough to comprehend (such 
as a bullet striking a playing card), he was certainly not the 
fir'st person to experiment with quick duration bursts of light; 
in fact, as early as 1893 Sir Charles Boys had already managed to 
take a silhouette photograph of a rifle bullet penetrating a 
sheet of glass - quite an achievement fOl' that time. 
The author has carried out his own high speed flash experiments 
using commercial flash units with quite interesting results. 
(see chapter five entitled; Author's work). 
However, the author is strongly of the opinion that when using 
technologically advanced equipment, the professional photogI'apher 
should use them judiciously as a means to an end within the 
context of his theme. In short, he should use all the technology 
at his disposal to create that special effect in the photograph 
which, whilst being technically proficient, retains that spark of 
spontaneity which sepal'ates it from being a purely technical 
exercise - i e. it gives the image a uniqueness which places it 
above the purely scientific I'epresentation of an event from which 
the technology originated in the fil'st place. 
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4.4 STEVEN DALTON 
Steven Dalton was a leader in the field of high speed 
photography during the 1980·s. and continues to use the medium 
most imaginatively to photograph nature; his pet subject. He has 
been awarded numerous distinctions such as the Hood medal. Nikon 
award and the prestigious Silver Progress award from the Royal 
Photographic Society of England . His work has won recognition 
for his 
as bats. 
ability to capture on film rapidly moving CI'eatures such 
birds and insects with amazing CISI'ity. He achieves 
this by means of specially constructed high - speed flash units 
with lal'ge paper-wound capacitors. 
What interests the author about Dalton·s work is the fact that 
although dealing with such a highly technical field. he manages 
to retain a sense of creativity often lacking in the work of the 
pioneers in his field such as Professors' Edgerton and 
Worthington of England (early 1900's) who used the camera and 
flash merely as a recording device with little cl'eative input 
being exhibited. He has m~naged to reveal the beauty of nature 
through his insects in flight which, in the author's opinion puts 
his work into a uniquely creative category within the often 
ubiquitous parameter's of the artistic image. 
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Some of Dalton's work exhibits a strange quality which is both 
thought - provoking and technically proficient in this often 
challenging field of macro photography. An example of thi s style 
of his work is "Electrocution of a house fly" ; a strange 
photograph exhibiting macabre beauty through competent use of 
composition and colour (ice blue and violet) emitted as the 
insect takes its own photograph by electrocuting itself as it 
flies through the trap (see plate 4.7). 
Plate 4.8 "Electrocution of a house fly" - a photograph by 
Stephen Dalton (Dalton 1983:114). 
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Plate 4.9 "In s e c t s in flight" - (Dalton 1983:101) 
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4.5 ARTHUR TRESS 
Arthur Tress's photographic work exhibits what could be ter'med a 
"macabre style", at times revealing stl'ong Victorian influences. 
Examples of this aspect of his work include: "Last portrait of 
my father" - New York 1978 (plate 4.12) and Elmer as Father Time, 
Southampton, New York 1977) 
The work of Arthur Tress may be disconcerting and shocking to 
some, but has a quaint theatrical and almost witty feel to it. 
Perhaps his subject matter can best be summed up as having a 
macabre and cynical flavour with sexual undertones. 
Arthur Tress studied painting , art and ethnography at a New YOl'k 
university in the 1960's. After graduation he began a five year 
travelling expedition "continent hopping" in order to experience 
the cultures which he had learnt about in text books. He 
developed a keen interest in so-called "primitive" cultures. His 
travels included Egypt, Gambia, Niger, Mexico, Sweden and 
Thailand. 
Tress's involvement with photography would seem almost 
pl'edestined if one takes into account his own words on th e issue; 
.. My urge to photograph is activated by an almost 
biological instinct for se lf preservation from disorder. 
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Th e camera is a mechanical apparatus that extends my n at ural 
ab ility and desire for meaningful organization. 
t o s urvive" (Tress A. 1986:147). 
I n eed it 
His work seems at times to s trip away the veneer of our 
" c iviliz e d" societ y and return us momentat'il y to a world devoid 
of social grace s where people reveal their ba se instincts and 
tl'ue desit'es whi c h, when seen through the perspective of Arthur 
Tress, is quite a sobering scenario. Thi s statement should be 
seen in the context of how he perceives himself and his own work. 
He ha s th e foll o wing to s ay as r e gards him se lf; "I'm obviously a 
very tormented, sick person. I'm not a kind of social sci en tist. 
When I'm work i ng , my own personality c hange s. I becom e very 
dominant and intense. I don't smile. I ' m really working from 
primal material o f myself" (Tres s A. 1986: 10). 
However, whatever the s tate of his mind when producing these 
photographs, th e image s created by Tres s not only succeed in 
catching the eye, but in the author's o pinion display deeper, 
more somber conn o tations in a strange almo s t time-warp sense. To 
h e lp s ubstantiat e this s tateme nt the a uthor ha s included the 
f o llowin g co pi es of Tress's photographs tak e n in the mid-to - late 
1970's, whi c h , h e feels e pit o mi zes hi s most s u ccess ful sty l e of 
work t a k e n during that time: 
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1) Flood dream - Ocean City , Ne w Jersey 1971 
Thi s photograph of a young boy s taring out through a hol e in a 
derelict roof exhibits a strange pensive mood , almost as though 
the child is reflecting on happier times in this stark grey 
landscape. The ship beached in the background adds to the 
mystery of the image, and enhances its dream - like quality. 
(See plate 4.10) 
2) Glass head on beach - Grave's End Bay, New York 1971 
The author has included this photograph due to its interesting 
composition and bizarre, almost surrealist creative qualities. 
(See plate 4.11) 
3) Hannah Stuart and mother - Sag Harbour, New York 1973 
A disturbing image, this photograph exhibits macabre qualities 
whilst capturing the attention of the viewer due to its s trong 
composition and stark shadows with the "daughter" standing 
solitarily in the background. 
Referring to the profession of photography as a whole, Tress has 
the following to say; 
"A photographer should be considered a kind of magician, a 
being possessed of very special power's that enable him to 
c ontrol mysterious forces and energie s outside hims e lf. The 
photographer's intensely heightened sense per c eption, 
product of the brutal discipline of constantly se e ing at 
1/250th of a second, une venly evolves his visual fa c ulties 
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to an almost superhuman degree". 
He goes on to say; 
..... the photograph has the potency of releasing in the 
viewer preconditioned reactions that cause him to physically 
change or be mentally transformed. In fact, becau s e of our 
intense belief in the factual literalness of the photograph, 
it can provoke even s tronger reaction s than other graphic 
media". 
" The documentary photographer supplies us with facts or 
drowns in humanity, while the pictorialist, avant - garde or 
conservative, pleases us wi th mere aesth e ti ca lly c orrect 
compositions - but where are the photographs we can pray to, 
that will make us well again, or scare the hell out of us? 
Most of mankind's art for the past 5000 year s wa s created 
for just these purposes. It seems absurd t o stop now" 
(Tress 1986: 149). 
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Plate 4.10 " Flood D I'eam" - :\ photogl'aph by Arthur' Tres s 
{T r Cf; S 19 8G.Jq) 
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Plat e 4.11 " G l ass .l cad o n b ea~ ll" - ph o t og r'a pl, by A,' lhu l' Tress 
(TI·" "" 1'l8C 99) 
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Plate 4.12 "Hann ah Stuart and moth er " - photograph b y ArthuI' 
Tress IT t'a ss 198 649) 
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Plate 4.13 "Las t pOI't l" a i t o f my father' " b y Arthur TI' ess . 
( T " e 5 S 1 98(; : 5 4 ) 
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CHAPTER 5 
AUTHOR'S WORK: 
INTRODUCTION: 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the author's practical 
work in detail. Each photograph being exhibited will be 
discussed under topics such as; Technical data, Method , and a 
Conclusion which will include the results of certain problems 
encountered during the planning and execution of each photograph. 
The conclusion 
each photograph 
will also include general obsel'vations concerning 
such as what aspects of the photograph are 
particularly pleasing to the author, and suggested improvements 
if necessary. 
In some cases the author has included certain background 
infar'mation such as the location and mood of the setting in which 
the photograph was taken, as well as other' factors including 
changing climatic conditions during a shoot and the precautionary 
measures taken to ensure successful results. 
The author is of the opinion that this chapter on his work would 
be incomplete were these anecdotes omitted, as they give th e 
reader" an idea of the changing circumstances encountered dUl'ing 
photographic shoots taken throughout the country (S. A. ) . 
Photographic plates will be in c luded directly after discussion of 
eac h work . 
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PHOTO 1 
"DUSK CAT" 
This photograph was taken by the author especially to 
demonstrate the subtlety to which special effects may 
improve an image's eye-catching potential. 
be used to 
"Dusk cat", 
discussion; 
in the author's opinion epitomizes the topic under 
namely the "creative photographic image as it 
demonstrates that special effects need not be used blatantly as a 
means in themselves, but subtlety in order to enhance the image 
and make it aesthetically pleasing (after - all is this not half 
the battle of producing photographs of noteworthy merit?). 
PROBLEM: 
To produce a creative-mood 
full moon. 
METHOD: 
photograph of a cat sitting under a 
To this end, the author planned the incorporation of two separate 
images in one photograph in a way that would appear logical and 
be in harmony with the choice of subject matter. 
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Du e to the fact that the moon would appear tiny if photographed 
wi th the same lens as the cat, the moon was photographed with a 
telephoto lens at a fairly quick shutter speed (1/250 sec f8), 
whilst the cat was photographed normally in low light with fi11-
in flash to enhance its features and aid in producing an even 
darker background when subjected to darkroom manipulation. 
Printing the image entailed carefully superimposing the moon and 
cat negatives, followed by careful burning-in and holding-back of 
certain parts of the image. Since multigrade paper was used, 
filter grades could be changed for different sections of the 
print when burning-in. 
TECHNICAL DATA: 
CAMERA: 
Photo 1: 
Photo 2: 
cat - Rolleiflex twin lens reflex - 75mm standard lens 
moon - Mamiya RB 67 SLR - 360mm telephoto lens 
Film: Ilford FP4 120 (B&W) 
CONCLUSION: 
Since the photograph of the moon had been taken specifically with 
the cat photograph in mind , it s placement in the overall 
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compositi o n wa s s u c h that th e two n e gat ives could b e sandwi c hed 
carefully together and printed as one (although the moon was 
printed on a so fter grade filter than the rest of the sce ne as a 
softer "atmospheric haze" was required to help authenticate the 
illu s ion. The moon wa s also printed s lightly out of fo c u s in 
ord e r to si mulate the limited depth of fi e ld of the original 75mm 
lens. 
This photograph is one of the author's favorite s , as the print 
appears both serene and pensive at the same time. 
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Plat e 5 . 1 " Dusk "D t" ( 199 4) by E"i c h Dedckind 
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PHOTO 2 
WROUGHT IRON 
In the author's opinion, simplicity and elegance of design speak 
volumes when contemplatirlg an image with creative flare. As 
wi th "Dusk cat" I the intention of the "Wrought iron image was to 
create a quiet, restful mood by eliminating extraneous 
background interference and use extra lighting effects to 
enhance subject modelling. 
METHOD: 
The above-mentioned assignment was shot on location in Natal. In 
oI"dar to remove distractions in the very busy background, a large 
piece of black velvet was hung approximately one metel' behind the 
subject. Although ambient lighting was used, additional lighting 
was introduced in the form of two hand-held flash units triggered 
by sync. cord and slave cell. 
TECHNICAL DATA: 
CAMERA: Mamiya RB 67 
LENS: 90mm 
FILM: Ilford FP4 120 
EXPOSURE: 1/125 sec f8 
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C'ONCI"LlS tON: 
The de\.ail and delicacy of th e fo] iege i s pla nn eu lo Accentuate 
the g l' acefu l lin es of the Victo r'i a n wr oug h t il'on whi ch, a s far 
as the au lhot, is conce rn e d, i s al most botanical in design, thus 
both for'nl s conlp li nl ent ea c l) other a nd 
between lhem. 
thet'e is a natural balance 
Plate 5,2 " W ,'ough l i I · l.~ n (199~1 by Erich Dedeki~ d 
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PHOTO 3 
TORN SAAF WING 
The author has a personal fascination with machinery (in this 
case military hardware), which results in the frequenting of 
various scrap yards in order to find that particular piece of 
machinery or scrap- iron with photographic potential. 
To this end. the author will visit a particular site at different 
times of day in ol'der to ascertain the Carl"eet lighting fOl' the 
object being photographed. 
Lighting obviously plays an important role in the aesthetic 
appeal of an image, and therefore the correct moment of expOSUI'e 
can be almost as critical as that chosen by, for example, a 
photojournalist or sport photographer on assignment. This is 
particularly true when photographing landscapes, architecture or 
metallic surfaces, when that slight shift of light can make or 
break a potentially c ompetent photograph. 
METHOD: 
Late afternoon was chosen for thi s shoot since the wing was lit 
from the t'ight side and the s hadows enhanced the jagged metal 
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shards. The camel'S wa s s et up on a tripod balanc ed abov e the 
s ubject on two adjacent pieces of machinery, 
A yellow filter was used to lighten the orange emblem so that it 
was light enough to add a touch of colour at a later stage. 
TECHNICAL DATA: 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE: 
CONCLUSION: 
Rolleiflex TLR 
85mm 
Ilford FP4 
1/60th second fll 
One mBy ponder, when viewing 
circumstances leading up to 
this photograph as to the 
this mangled wreck still proudly 
emblazoned with the Airforce emblem; to this end the observer of 
the photograph would be drawn to reflect for a moment on lives 
affected by similar failures to our often taken - for- granted 
technological prowess. 
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Plate 5.3 "Ton) SAAF "'ing ( 1 994) ~ y Er'i c h Dedekind 
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PHOTO 4 
SPINNING FAN 
A continuation of the previously discussed them e, "Spi nning fan" 
appears to reSUI'l'ect the spirit of a long defurlct s ix cylinder 
engine by means of a relative ly simple photographic technique. 
METHOD: 
Camera was set up on tripod and time exposure taken cluJ'ing which 
time fan blades were spun by hand; low power flash 
fill - in lighting. 
Initial photographs taken of this subject turned 
was used as 
out well 
although the background sky was rather bland (clear s ky) . 
The author decided to re - shoot the subject and waited some wee ks 
for the 
be made. 
desired cloud fOl'mations before the second attempt could 
TECHNICAL DATA: 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE: 
LIGHTING: 
Rolleiflex 
75mm 
Il ford FP4 
1/30th second flG 
Ambient + fill - in fla s h 
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CONCU.:S ION : 
'[he final illlage capt ure s ttle through use of t ...... i.rling fan 
bJades, and is planned to hold that attention by cla.rity of i.!Ilagt~ 
and a dramatic sky fot'ming per"t 01" th e backgl'ound . 
Plate 5.4 " S pinning f a n" (1994) by E r' ich Dedekind 
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PHOTO 5 
SPLASH-DOWN 
THE PROBLEM: 
How to create the illusion of an under water scene taken from 
below, of a person swimming amongst a variety of goldfish without 
getting a rather expensive studio camera wet. 
Although it may seem pretty obvious to leap into the nearest 
goldfish pond clutching an expensive medium format camera (in a 
secure water - proof housing of course), one would soon come to 
realise that a large number of fish would be required in order to 
capture even one or two in a photograph at anyone time. An 
added challenge in this situation would be to get both the model 
and the fish in focus together, since they would all 
around at different levels. 
be swimming 
After a fair amount of planning it was decided to build a set 
over the camera using a s turdy s teel frame and a specially built 
glas s tank. (16cm high x O.5m wide and 1.2m in length) 
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METHOD: 
During the s hoot the camera and ground were completely cover'ed by 
black velvet and black cardboard; - author wore black clothes in 
order to reduce reflections in the glass tank and off spectacles. 
Fill-in flash was found to be out of the question, since, 
although two units could be angled at 45 degrees to the underside 
of the tank, were immediately picked up in the 
glasses; this 
reflections 
proved quite a problem, since the shot was thus 
entirely ba c k-lit whi c h would mean drasti c de -sat uI"sting of the 
background if correct exposure was given to the face. 
To help solve this, narrow white reflecturs were placed along 
both of the longest s ides of the tank, both at an angle of 
approximately 45 degrees. The reflectors worked well and 
enabled the use of an exposure which gave at least some detail to 
the swirling water and sky in the background . 
TECHNICAL DATA: 
Camera: Mamiya RB 67 
Film: Fuji 400 - E6 pro cess 
Exposure: 1/400 sec f8,5 
Len s : 50mm (with polarizing filter) 
Final print : Cibachrome 12x16" 
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5"v bJec..1::- ."l" .... ks h; :; 
Face inw wa i:er all 
cw..· 
F igure 1 - Sketch of Pl'Op layout, 
CONCLUSION: 
Although the set took neal'ly two weeks to build, it wa s nothing 
compared to th e nuisance of having to asse mble and disasse mble 
i . t three times before even one shot was ta k en d ue to sudden 
c hange s in the weathel' (sunlight was essential in 0 I'de r to 
pr e vent COlouI' -casts, si n ce no fill-in fla s h wa s us ed) 
Finally props, fi s h "mod el " and weattler all co mbin e d to form a 
somewhat balmy [' esu lt . 
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Plate 5.5 ·' Sp lash down" (1994) by Erich Ded e kind 
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PHOTO 6 
HANGING LAIIP 
In order to achi e ve an almost ominous mood in this photograph. a 
paraffin lamp was suspended from the ceiling at night in a 
totally darkened room. 
The lamp was lit and "painting with flash" was used to illuminate 
the exterior of the lamp (open shutter) without affecting the 
illumination in the rest of the room. Candle and tor c h light 
were s ubsequently used to give produce the swirling light effect 
which adds an element of foreboding and mystery to the 
photograph . 
METHOD: 
The lamp was suspended from the ceiling at a height which enabled 
the camera to be set- up at an oblique angle below the base of the 
lamp, thus creating a certain ten sio n due to the unusual angle. 
The shutter was set on "Bulb" (open shutter) for appr ox imately 
four minutes in a dsr"kened room during which time the lamp was 
"painted" with fla s h. Immediately thereafter a torch wa s s wirled 
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through he air directly behind 
c andle by - pass 
DARKROOM EFFECTS: 
the lamp followed by H s lower 
Gloss multigrade paper wa s used with a gl'ade three filter and 
schneider compenar lens set at f11. Edges of the photograph were 
darkened while "ghostly" face was slightly lightened to enhance 
melancholy mood of image. 
TECHNICAL DATA: 
CAMERA: ROLLEIFLEX 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE: 
CONCLUSION: 
75MM 
ILFORD FP4 
APPROX. FOUR MINUTES + FLASH AND TORCH + CANDLE 
The lamp stands motionless as though hanging for a moment in a 
black void interspersed with swirling beams of light which add a 
touch of movement culminating in an almost ghostly figure at the 
bottom left of the picture. 
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Plate 5.6 "Hangi n g lam p " (1994) by Erich De d c k ind 
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PHOTO 7 
SACRIFICE 
This photograph, in the author's opinion, depicts the serenity of 
a quiet country church whilst centel'ing on one of the main 
messages of the Christian faith; ie grace through sacrifice. 
The low angle combined with rich warm tones and strong diagonal 
lines direct the viewers attention to the large painting behind 
the alter, and for a moment the crucifix and God-figul'e in the 
painting appear juxtaposed in unity. 
PROBLEM: 
To balance the window light with other light sources such as 
tungsten. flash and candle light, whilst retaining a natural 
church interior atmosphere in the shot. 
METHOD: 
Once the objects being photographed were arranged for the shot, 
three flash units were strategically placed around the "set". 
Two of the flash units were used to light the alter and the right 
side of the crucifix whilst the third was fitted with a blue 
filter illuminating the left side of the crucifix (hence the 
slight blue tinge under the arm of the statue) 
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An exposure of 1/2 second was chosen at fa in or'del' t o I"egister 
the candle light and warm tungsten lamps whilst the fla s hes were 
used subtlety in conjunction with the ambient light. 
TECHNICAL DATA: 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE: 
LIGHTING: 
CONCLUSION: 
Mamiya RB 67 
90 mm 
Agfa Ultra 120 
1/2 second f8 
Ambient + fill - in flashes and candles 
This particular country church (Lutheran) wa s cho se n 
simplicity of design and its intricate alter carvings. 
for its 
The author feels that the choice of building is essential in this 
type of photograph, and has spent much time in the past searching 
for the right venue for an image which has conceived in his 
minds-eye. The author often uses sketches to plan hi s s till - life 
photographs, as this r es ult s in clarity of intent and ensures 
that the correct lighting and special effects prop s 
in the equipment itin e rary . 
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Plate 5.7 " Sacrifice " (1994) by Erich Dedekind 
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PHOTO 8 
LANDSCAPE - LOCH LOGAN 
Although composition plays a major part in most successful 
landscapes, it is often neceSS81'Y to implement a series of quite 
involved special effects especially during the printing stage in 
order to create that feeling of depth when contemplating the 
actual landscape prior to exposure. 
METHOD: 
Late afternoon was chosen for this photograph in an attempt to 
give a more sculptural quality to this predominantly flat 
landscape . The photograph was taken from a high building in the 
area whilst canoeists were boating on the lake. 
DARKROOM EFFECTS: 
During printing, use was made of the versatile 
Multigrade paper 
effective 
system in that different filter grades can be 
used on the same piece of paper . For example, the initial print 
was made on a two and a half filter with certain at'aas being 
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"burnt - in" and "held - ba c k" accordingly_ Although thi s grade was 
sufficient for good foreground water detail, it yielded a rather 
grey sky which gave the print an overall flat feel. The solution 
for this unsatisfactory result was to change the filter grade for 
the sky to the harder grade four whilst retaining the normal two 
and a half grade for the fore - and-middle ground detail. 
TECHNICAL DATA: 
CAMERA: Ro 11 e i fl ex TLR 
LENS: 75mm 
FILM: Ilford FP4 
EXPOSURE: 1/125 sec fll with yellow filter 
LIGHTING: Ambient with darkroom manipulation 
CONCLUSION: 
The result is a reasonably serene scene complete with canoe 
gliding through the water framed by a dramati c sky interspersed 
with billowing white clouds. The author feels that the final 
l'esult reflects quite accur'ately the serene mood expel"ienced when 
originally contemplating the s cene. 
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Plate 5 . 8 " Landc;cape - Loch Logan " (1994) by Erich Dedcki nd 
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PHOTO 9 
LANDSCAPE - DE BRUG SALT PAN 
The de Brug salt pan is situated about 60 km outside Bloemfontein 
on the Petrusburg road, and was in the author's opinion an ideal 
location for creative landscape photography. The reason for this 
view is that although the landscape is predominantly flat with 
large expanses of water and white sand, the lighting is 
continually changing, which alters the chal'aeter of the pan 
almost hourly. During the five hours that the author spent at 
the pan, he had the opportunity to get reasonable feeling for 
the landscape, and when the elements seemed most pleasing, a few 
photographs were taken as discussed below. 
METHOD: 
Si n ce the salt pan was fenced off, it was necessary to 
temporarily abandon the car and carry the rather bulky camera 
equipment approximately 900 meters to the requi x'ed site for 
commencement of photography. A long wait then 
lighting conditions were ob s erved in preparation 
ensued, as the 
for the "right 
moment", 
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Once set up on a tripod, the c amera was set t o "miJ'I'O r - Up (to 
r e duce camera vibration when trigge,'ed) , and expos ure 
compensations were calculated for the polarizing filter and 2x 
converter as well as the late afternoon low- light condition s and 
c loud which were effecting light readings every few minute s. 
TECHNICAL DATA: 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE: 
CONCLUSION: 
Mamiya RB 67 
100mm (50mm + 2x converter) 
Agfa Ultra 50 ASA 
1/60 s econd F11 
Th e dramatic colours resulting from the use of Agfa Ultra film in 
combination with a polarizing 
beauty in this vast landscape. 
filter 
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Plate 5.9 "Landscape - de Brug salt pan" (1994) by Erich Dedekind 
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PHOTO 10 
PORTRAITS BY CANDLE LIGHT 
The author purposely used a long exposure for this photograph 
so that the two people posing for the photograph would have to 
hold their expressions for some time. The author has found that 
this technique creates a strange pensive mood since the subjects 
obviously cannot hold a smile easily for 8 full second whilst 
keeping absolutely still, resulting 
the elements of the photograph. 
in an uneasy tension within 
METHOD: 
Mixed lighting was used 
candles and paraffin lamps. 
TECHNICAL DATA 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
Marniya RB 67 
90rnm 
consisting 
FILM: Fujicolor (C41) 100 ASA 
of tungsten lamps, flash, 
EXPOSURE: Impact 41 flash lighting kit + fll, 1/2 a second. 
CONCLUSION: 
Time seems to stand still for a moment in this photogl'aph as 
though the viewer is intr'uding on the privacy of this couple 
conversing quietly under the grapevine. 
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Plate 5 .10 "P o rtrai ts by candl e light" (1993) by Erich Dedekind 
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PHOTO 11 
REFLECTIONS 
In the author ' s opinion. the simplicity of a scene can add to the 
aesthetic beauty of a photograph if handled competently. 
"Reflections" is an image which catches the eye due to the use of 
subdued tones and the contrast between the light - coloured leaves 
and the wet shiny background. 
METHOD: 
The camera was set up on a low tripod with the lens fa ci ng down 
at quite an acute angle to the step below. The leave s were 
carefully placed to compliment the rain drops in the composition, 
which was e nhan ced by the use of a section of wrought - iron fence 
whi ch was moved to the scene of photography, The ,'es ulting 
l'e fleet ions of the fence in every drop of water add 1 in the 
author' s opinion to the aesthetic appeal of the photograph, 
TECHNICAL DATA 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE: 
Mamiya RB 67 
90 mm 
Agfa Ultra 120 , C41 proces s 
f 11. 1/30th second 
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CONCLUSION: 
The rich colours and saturation of the Agfa Ultra film (which is 
ideally suited to overcast conditions) 
still life. 
helps to enhance this 
Plate 5.11 ·'Reflections" (1994) by Erich Dedekind 
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PHOTO 12 
GRASS SEEDS 
The author has included this photograph to reiterate the fact 
that simplicity (in this case two strands of veld grass) can, if 
well composed. result in an aesthetically pleasing image. 
METHOD: 
The camera was set up on a tripod and focussed on the grass in 
the foreground and set to f11 at 1/125 of a second. A manual 
flash unit was used next to the camera to act as fill - in lighting 
for the grass seeds which were one meter from the camera. Being 
well illuminated, the seeds remain well exposed while the 
background (a mountain in shade) is purposefully underexposed, 
giving a dramatic contrast between the 
interest to the sky area. 
TECHNICAL DATA 
two with clouds adding 
CAMERA: Rolleiflex Twin Lens Reflex (TLR) 
LENS: 75 mm 
FILM: Ilford FP4 (125 ASAI 120 
EXPOSURE: fll 1/125th seco nd + fill-in flash 
CONCLUSION: 
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Th(;-~ author f eeL s lhut the s tr'ong contra s t s in thi s lmage c ombined 
w i th th e Ro lle ifLe~'s qllality add to the aesthetic appeal of thi s 
photograph. 
Plate 5.12 ··G,· ass seeds " (199 .11 by E:·ich Dedekin d 
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The authol' feels that the strong contrasts in this image combined 
with the Rolleiflex's quality add to the aesthetic appeal of this 
photograph. 
Plate 5.12 "Grass seeds" (1994) by Erich Dedekind 
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PHOTO 13 
CUCKOO CLOCK 
In this photograph the author planned to create a strange, almost 
wacky mood with the use of a variety of subtle special effects. 
METHOD: 
A low angle wa s chosen for the c amera in this photograph in ot'der 
to enhance mood and atmosphel'e. In order to achieve the blur 
effect underneath the clock, a tiny candle was attached to the 
back of the pendulum and then lit, creating a blur of light 
whilst it swung to and fro during tIle two minute time exposure. 
Mixed colours were achieved by flashing the scene repeatedly with 
flash units covered with colour gels. The deep red bank of 
colour on the right hand side of the image is the !'esult of 
approximately one litre of paraffin going up in flame in a metal 
tray directly behind the pole on whi c h the c lock was placed. 
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TECHNICAL DATA: 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE: 
CONCLUSION: 
Mamiya RB 67 
90 mm 
Agfa Ultra (50 ASA) 
f8, two minutes + fill-in flash with gels 
The image portrays a strange atmosphere; what-with the bright 
colours, blurred movement and unusual location of the clock with 
its cuckoo seemingly trying to free itself from the chaos around 
it. 
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Plate 5.13 "Cuckoo clock" (1994) by Erich Dedekind 
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PHOTO 14 
ANTIQUE CHAIR 
In this photograph the author made use of electronic equipment 
available in most households; namely a television and video 
recorder. 
METHOD: 
The chair was placed in front of a large -sc reen television with a 
frosted translucent screen placed between the two. The camera 
was then set on a tripod and focussed 
chai,· which was lit with a tungsten lamp. 
on the back-rest of the 
The latter acted as a 
fill - in lamp, and helped to warm the tone of the wood due to the 
I'esul. tant colour cast. 
Once the scene was set, the video recorder was set on pause at a 
pre -selected section of the tape. (in this case a brightly 
coloured flower). The image on the TV was therefore diffused by 
the screen which broke the flower into a myriad of tiny diamond 
shapes. A twenty second exposure of the scene was made using a 
telephoto lens to "compress the two images together. 
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TECHNICAL DATA 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE: 
CONCLUSION: 
Mamiya RB 67 
180 mm 
Agfa Ultra (50 ASA) 
f5.6, 20 seconds 
The use of a video image juxtaposed against an antique chair adds 
{in the author's opinion. 
photograph. 
an extra element of interest to the 
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Plate 5.14 
"Antique chair" (1994) by Erich Dedekind 
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PHOTO 15 
BURSTING BALLOON 
The author used an acoustic trigger to set off a cOlnmercial flash 
uni t wi th 
thi s type 
detachable sensor. On thyristor setting a flash of 
can give short dUl"ation flashes of up to 30 thousandth 
of a second. 
METHOD: 
An acoustic trigger was connected to a flash unit with the camera 
set up on a tripod and set to "bulb" . A child was then asked to 
hold a toy balloon and pop it with a pin when instructed. 
The room was darkened and the shutter opened moments before the 
balloon was popped, which resulted in the flashes being triggered 
and a quick exposure of approximately 30 thousandth' s of a second 
being made. 
TECHNICAL DATA: 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE: 
35mm Pentax ME Super 
50 mm Penta x 
lIfoI'd FP4 (125 ASA) 
f5.6 , o p e n s hutt e r + high speed fla s h 
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CONC LUSI ON: 
Although the aesthelics of this image al'e not t.h a t c : '~a ti v0 , the 
BlJthol' f ee l s that it is wor t hy of ex hibiting due to its unu sua l 
us e of an electron:ic s pecial effect which al so tlelp s La capture 
an exp re ssion of anticipatiorl on the child's fa ce. 
Plate 5.15 "Bu"sting ballcon" (1 99~) by Erich Dede kind 
L08 
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PHOTO 16 
SPLIT-SECOND RUGBY BALL 
PROBLEM: 
How to photograph a rugby ball at the moment of contact with a 
rapidly moving rugby boot in a creatively interesting manner. 
METHOD: 
For this one-off photograph the author chose to use two 
reasonably high speed flash units with maximum speeds of 1/30 000 
th of a second. Open shutter would be used in low light 
conditions. 
The main problem was of how to trigger the flash units at the 
required moment, since random triggering of the flashes (whilst 
the rugby ball is being kicked) would be pretty ineffectual. The 
other option, an acoustic trigger, would have to be placed too 
close to the ball in order to trigger a t the right moment, and 
would probably be recorded in the photograph. 
The author's solution was to construct a switching device using a 
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spri ng -loaded trigger mec hani s m controlled by an electro-magnet, 
operated by a disposable " s witch" which wa s attached to the 
underside of the rugby ball. 
in fig 2). 
(A s ketch of the device can be see n 
TECHNICAL DATA 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
35mm Pentax ME Super 
50 mm Pentax 
lIfoI'd FP4 
EXPOSURE: 15 seconds + trigger mechanism and flash 
CONCLUSION: 
The author is satisfied with the result; especially du e to the 
strangeness of the one hand so low to the ground, and the slight 
blur from the second rim-light flash which gives a feeling of 
movement while the rugby ball is recorded with pleasing clarity, 
especially since the mechanism used was primarily mechanical 
instead of solid-state electronic, and therefore, achieved a 
surpris ingly quick reaction time. 
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Njvsl::"b'-_I--.. 
flQ.s\.. !:r'I~. 
c:ont .... .:.~ 
Figure 2 Detail a i' fla s h trigger mechani s m. 
Photo 5.16 " Spli t-s e c ond :' ugby ball" (1994) by Erich Ded e kind 
1 I 1 
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PHOTO 17 
PRISON TOILETS 
BACKGROUND: 
The confinement of human beings in jails for the so-called 
"protection of society" is a global phenomenon which, although 
ridding society of the so-called "unwanteds", has undisputedly 
led to untold suffering amongst many innocent victims who become 
entangled in bureauel'stie 
falsely accused and tried. 
The imagination can conjure 
red tape 
up many 
for petty crimes, or are 
scenes of despair and need 
when dwelling on the whole concept of prison "coI'r'ectionsl" 
training, and to this end, the author felt that the inclusion of 
two images from his personal series on an old jail in Natal would 
be appropriate in this study. 
both compositionally and in 
The reason for this view is that 
content they have the potential to 
hold the viewers attention and may even convey a deeper message 
of courage and fortitude in the face of suffering and 
hopelessness . 
PROBLEM : 
How to take photograph s of children in a prison setting, as 
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spontaneously as possible without turning the image into a 
sentimental or cO[ltrived political statement. 
METHOD: 
"Prison toilets" depicts a child running cheerfully towards the 
onlooker with an expI'e ss ion of unrestrained enthusiasm on his 
face, whilst his peel'S watch from a distance, the pensive figure 
in the background completing the triangular composition. 
The camera was hand-held in low 
National PE 145 flash fired from 
light conditions with a manual 
the camera at the appropriate 
moment. The flash was just powerful enough on a wide aperture 
to light the frontal figures, and formed an interesting balance 
with the backlighting, Since the area in front of the 
child running was almost totally burn't out by the full frontal 
flash, the print required some tricky darkroom work to "burn - in" 
the over exposed area as subtlety as possible. 
CONCLUSION: 
Although personally pleased with the mood of the photograph 
entitled "prison toilets, the author feels that the 35 mm camera 
was operating at the limit of its efficiency due to the use of a 
relatively weak fill-in flash, (guide number: 14) and an almost 
wide open aperture on a "pirate lens" which usually operates best 
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at fl1. 
The moral of the stOI'Y i s; take along the best of your camera 
equipment even if the pro spec t s for permission being granted to a 
facility seem remote; you may ju s t be lucky that day . 
REGRET: 
Th e author regrets the fac t that on his first photographic 
expedition to the jail h e too k along only the m~ s t elementary 
camera equipment (and no tripod) 
to be allowed into the premises. 
as he did not actually expect 
The old "condemned" cell block 
where prisoners in the past were executed had a particularly 
morbid and sinister atmosphere to it. Gl'affiti on the ·c ell 
wall s bore silent testimony to the inmates who were inca rcerated 
there. A large rose window at the end of an upstair s passage , 
flanked on either side by barred cells, led to the gallows which 
had s ince been partially di s mantled. Walking through these 
co rridors I was wrestling with the ethics of taking some most 
dramatic images. Eventually the author decided against it, 
reasoning that he should have brought along his tripod and, 
anyway, it was a good thing t o get out of there. 
Viewe d in hindsight h o wever, perhaps the ph o tograph s s hould ha ve 
been tak e n after all, even with direct flash; thi s part of the 
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pr'i so n has since l)(; I~n cll)sed with 8J t e t'O \; Ion::; in pr og l' CSS" Th e 
wa l ls n o l o nger" ~ pca k o f th e il' pn ~; t" 
TE CHNI CA L DATA: 
CAMERA: 35 mrn Pentax 
LENS: 28 mm V i vi tal' 
FILM: lifoI'd FP4 
EXPOSURE: f4, 1/125th s econd + fill - in flash 
Plate 5.17 " P"iso n toi ,"' t s " (1994) by Eri c h Dedekind 
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PHOTO 18 
CHILD BEHIND BARS 
This photograph was taker. at the same prison as in plate 5.17, 
but on a second vi~it apPI'oximately eight months later. 
A conventional c~11 block was chosen as an appropriate backdrop 
for this photograph. 
METHOD: 
TECHNICAL DATA 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE: 
CONCLUSION: 
Mamiya RB 67 
50 mm 
Agfa Optima (125 ASA) 120, C41 process 
1/125 second f8 
The human form immediately attracts attention to a photograph or 
painting, and especially the figure of a young child placed out 
of its normal environment; in this case a dilapidat e d pri s on 
c e 11. Th e autho r' s purpos e in taking this photograph i s an 
attempt in hi s own wa y t o gi ve attention to tIl e plight of 
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youngsters trap ped within the walls of prisons throughout the 
world. often s h a l'ing cel l s with hard e ned cl' iminals for their time 
behind bars. This o ften l eads t o the juvenile committing mo re 
se ri ous cI'imes on l eav ing the prison or cO l'rectional centre. 
Plate 5 . 18 "Child behind bars" (1994) by Erich Dedekind 
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PHOTO 19 
TREE TOKATO 
Although similar to a succe s sful photograph of bert'ies tak e n by 
the author in the early 1980's, this photograph is c learly far 
removed from that initial image in that the background land scape 
in the tree tomato photograph was painted by the author who 
transported a tree tomato branch complete with fruit from the 
coast to Bloemfontein where he had a chance to prepSt'e the set at 
leisure. The colours of this photograph are rich, and the bright 
orange fz'uit of the tree tomato contrast dramatically with the 
yellow-green painted ba c kground. 
METHOD: 
The branch with tomatoes' attached was 
painted for backdrop which the author 
combined with fill - in flash for the 
sprinkled over the tree tomatoes' prior 
supported in front of a 
the shot. 
exposure. 
to exposure 
Sunlight was 
Water was 
in order to 
give extra texture to the smooth surface of the fruit . 
TECHNICAL DATA 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
Mamiya RB 67 
360 mm 
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FfLM, Agfa Ultra 120 (50 ASA). C41 process 
EXPOSURE: f8 , 1/250th second 
Dal'kroom Inanipulation was restricted to slightly burning-in the 
sky whilst holding-back the leaves on the left-hand side of the 
image. 
A pleasant touch to the photograph is the fact that the budding 
leaves on the top of the branch on the left-hand side are back-
lit by the sun, giving them a strange halo ef fect which, in the 
author ' s opinion adds to the appeal of the photogI'aph. 
Figure 3 
Co-mer-a.. 
, ' 
'" - , 
....... ~\\ 
'-
"Diagr'am of tree tomato prop layout" 
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Plate 5.19 "Tr'ee tomat o " (1994) by Erich Dedekind 
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PHOTO 20 
CAT ON GATE POST 
Mid-afternoon lighting was chosen for this photogt'aph taken 
farm in Natal. 
METHOD: 
on a 
The cat was carefully placed on top of the gate post and 
photographed with a Rolleiflex TLR. The camera was hand - held to 
aid maneuverability whilst the cat shifted from side to side on 
the top of the gate post. Finally the cat settled down, and a 
few photographs we"e taken from slightly different angles to give 
variety in the print selection phase. Apart from a yellow 
filter, a fill -in flash set at three stops under exposur'e was 
used to lightly "clean up the shadows" . 
TECHNICAL DATA 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE: 
Rolleiflex TLR 
75 mm 
Ilford FP4 120 (125 ASA) 
1/125 second f1l + yellow filter 
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CONCLUSION: 
The steep angle at which the photograph was taken helps to 
accentuate the impression of height and leads the eye to the 
indifferent expression of the cat 
stretching into the distance. 
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Plate 5 . 20 "Cat on gate post" (1993) by Erich Dedekind 
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PHOTO 21 
SHADOW-NET CAT 
Composition, exposure and focus had to be co - o l"din aled quickly in 
order to obtain this photograph of a cat 
taken from below. 
METHOD: 
walking on s hade cloth 
The cat was back - lit by the sun and no fla s h wa s u sed as it would 
have reflected off the netting resulting in flare. Since the cat 
just would 
question. 
not keep still for a moment a tripod wa s out of the 
The author enticed the cat back- and - fourth across the 
netting with food which he held on a spoon in one hand whilst 
taking photograph s with the camera in the other hand. 
TECHNICAL DATA: 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE : 
35mm Pentax 
50mm 
Ilford FP4 
f8. 1/125th second 
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CONCLUSION: 
Lucky shot? - a cat certainly does not make an easy subject when 
on the 
food. 
move; especially when it is after an elusive morsel of 
'Plate 5.21 "Shadow - net cat" (1994) by Erich Dedekind 
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PHOTO 22 
SPEAR 
This photograp}l was taken in an almost llumol'ou s v ei n although the 
effect is quite eye-catching. (See photograph 5.22). 
METHOD: 
The author made the spear out of steel u s ing a plasma cutter. A 
low angle was chosen for dramatic effect. A 35 0101 camera was 
chosen for its maneuverability and used hand - held. The subject 
wa s a s ked to angle the spear towar'd s the s un so that it would 
flore -o ut and contl'sst against th e s ky . Fill-in fla s h was u sed 
to give s ubtle shadow de ta i 1. The scr'aggly tree in the 
background was c hosen specifically as a backdl'op to the figure to 
h e ighten th e se n se of tension between th e various elements in the 
photograph. 
TECHNICAL DATA : 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE: 
Pentax 35mm 
28mm wide angle 
Koda color II 
1/125 sec f11 
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CONCLUSION: 
Alth o ugh the author i s plea se d with the st rong d iago nal s and 
co lour s in this phot og raph, h e feel s that the u se of a l arge r 
format cam e ra would have been appropriate her e. 
Plate 5.22 "Spear" (1994) by Erich Dedekind 
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PHOTO 23 
DERELICT ARMY TRUCK 
PROBLEM: 
How t o ph o tograph 8 wrecked vehicle in an aesthetically pleasing 
manner. 
METHOD: 
Camera angl e wa s c hosen carefully to place accent o n clou d s in 
background a nd r ef le ction s on remaining section of fI'cnt window. 
Slight fill - in flash wa s used 
filter to help so ft e n 
the sky. 
the s hadows 
TECHNICAL DATA: 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE: 
CONCLUSION: 
Rolleiflex TLR 
75 mm 
Ilford FP4 120 
1/125 second f8 
in combination with the yellow 
whilst fra c tionally darkening 
The open tUI'I'et in the roof catc hes the eye, while ot her details 
such a s the window reflections and c loud s, help t o a dd interes t 
to tho s e fascinated by derelict and d ecayi ng mactlinery of the 
past. 
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Plate 5.23 "Derelict army truck" by Erich Dedekind 
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PROTO 24 
STEEL FLAlIES 
The Buthor's interest in the creative potential of rusting 
mac hin e r y led him to attempt a I'ather unusual im age in the fal'm 
of an outdoo r sti ll -life sit u ated in the middle of a scrap yard. 
METHOD: 
A rather battered Alfa boxer e n gi n e s tand ing on its gearbox was 
c h osen as the ' subject to be photographed. The author th e n we nt 
about tIle laborious task of arranging piles o f 
illusion 
aluminium s hard s 
ar'Qund the e ngine to the flames of s t eel 
partially engulfing th e dilapidated ma c hin e. The photograph was 
purposely taken on an overcast day in DI'det' to reduce har s h 
shadow s and minimiz e r eflec ti o n s on the bright metal. 
TECHNICAL DATA: 
CAMERA: 
LENS: 
FILM: 
EXPOSURE: 
CONCLUSION: 
Mamiya RB 67 
90 mm 
Ilford FP4 120, 125 ASA 
1/125 second f8 (Bright overcast) 
Thi s work should, in the author's op ini o n be viewed as 
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fine art sculpture or a rrang ed s till life. and is p e r sonally 
quite satis fied wit h th e image. although p e rhaps it should have 
been taken in colour; the rust hues contra st ed b eau tifull y with 
the shiny aluminium. 
Plate 5 . 22 "Steel flam es " (1995) by Erich De d e kind 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION AND SUKMARY: 
6.1 CONCLUSION: 
The author believes that he has used this script to good effec 
in substantiating the claim that photography can justifiably b. 
regarded as a means of creative ex pre ssion to be r ec koned witt 
even amongst confirmed artists. (See problem as outlined il 
chapter 1, subsection 1.2). 
The ramifications of this claim are twofold; 
1. Photography will move with increasing momentum into th( 
terI~i tOt'Y of t.he commercial painter/artist through use 0 : 
advancing electronic technology. This can already be seer 
to good e ff ec t in commercial enterpr'ises where compute] 
imaging techniques are used extensively in advertising an( 
fashion magazines. However, there will probably always b. 
those who r e gard themselves as purists and would thereforE 
continue so lely with paint and bI'ush "ad infinitum", 
2. Photographers and artists alike, will co me to realize t ll( 
full potential of this powerful image - forming tool at thei] 
disposal, and focus their creative talent on developin! 
their skills around this medium. In fact, the autho] 
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proposes that an ever i n creasing number of people in fiel d s 
s u c h as Graphi c 
c r ea tive skills 
Design 
with the 
further their expertise 
in t e rnation a l trends. 
Or ga ni ze r' s of th e prestigious 
and Fine Art will combine t h e ir 
medium of photography in ordez' to 
and keep abrea s t with d eve loping 
Fuji Profata a wards h e ld annually 
in this co untry , z'e cognize the u se of special effects as a mea ns 
of c r eative ex pr ess ion among s t professional photographer s. 
In the a uthor" s view, the qu estion to be as k ed i s not wh et h e r or 
not a particular technique should be a ccep t ed, but rath e r : does 
it wo rk as an image? ie. does it achi eve th e desir e d l'esult ? 
If so, t h e n the mean s of achieving the imag e becom es a me re 
technicality, whi c h the creative photographer may draw o n again 
in t h e future in a si milar mann e r t o the established painter who 
draw s o n hi s vast knowledg e of techni ca l s kills in order to 
produce fresh work u si ng the tools of his trad e at hi s di s po sa l. 
To t h is e nd the author has attempted to d e monstrate that the 
c r eat i ve photographic image . a lth ough being larg e ly subjective in 
char'acte l', can stan d its ground a s an aesthetically pleasing- BI't 
form whp.n us e d in co njun c tion with s ubtle use o f s pe cia l effec t s 
and a fert il e imagination. 
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6.2 SUMMARY 
In chapter one the author discusses the problem encountered in 
the 1990's whereby large volumes of photographic images are 
produced annually by inexperienced photographers using highly 
sophisticated camera equipment which, whilst achieving good 
technical l'esults, lacks the spontaneity and imagination inherent 
in a truly creative image. 
The purpose of the study is to demonstrate that the imaginative 
powers latent in each person can be expressed most effectively 
through the medium of photogl'aphy, given a cel'tain level of 
competence and technical expertise. 
The method of study consists of 
" 
practical exhibition of 25 
photographs and a script in which these works BI'e discussed 
together with historical and 
study. 
technical detail relevant to the 
Chapter two deals with the prospect that photography can be used 
as a creative tool at the photographer's disposal, and deals with 
perceptions concerning this issue as well as the influence that 
photography has on recognized art such as painting and drawing. 
The perceptual work of Anselm Keifer who exhibits his photographs 
in rows of 1 ead books housed in a large studio finalises this 
chapter. 
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Chapter three deals with various ~pec ial effects used to enhance 
a photographic i.mage. They include physiograms, higt~ speed 
fla s h, painting with light, back pI'ojection, double pI'iIlting and 
solarization. 
In c haptel' four the author discusses the work and s tyles of 
contempOl'ary photographel's ir) hi s field of st udy such 
Tenneson, Edgerton, Dalton and Tr'ess. 
as Saudek, 
Chapter five involves a detailed discussion of the author's own 
work co n sis ting of a practical ex hibiti on of 25 photognlphic 
enlargements. 
The author concludes hi s scr ipt in chapter six 
obse!~vation that the profe ssion of photography 
with 
which 
the 
has 
traditionally used c hemicall y ba sed emulsions s ince its inception 
in the 1830's, has begun a pro cess of transformation u s ing 
computer and digit al imaging techniques whi c h promise to proceed 
far beyond the restr'ictions 
and artists alike. 
previously impo sed on photographers 
In fact, the author proposes that the phot ographers of th e future 
who mak e effective u se of the advancing electz'onic technology at 
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their disposal, will be faced with c reati ve and eCOll0mic 
possibilities far out - weighing those of the co n ventiona l pairlter 
and artist who is averse to this new form of creative tool. 
******** 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS: 
ACUTANCE: 
"Measure of image s harpness at b o undaries between light and dark 
area s . High acutance-type developel's accentuate thi s boundary 
defin ition, thus apparently enhancing s harpne ss ". (Master' 
photography - Beazley M, pg 214) 
AFOCAL LENS: 
An optical unit which, when attached to main c am er'a lens, 
c hanges the focal length. For exa mpl e, a telephoto attachme nt 
( eg. 2 x converter) inct'eases the focal length, enlarging a sma ll 
portion of the see rl e. 
ASA: 
American Standard s Association. Numerical on film box 
de signated in ASA r e fers to the light sensitivity of the film; 
ego a film of 200 ASA is twice a s fast as a 
half the speed of a 400 ASA film. 
MB" CAMERA SETfING: 
film of 100 ASA and 
A shutter set to "8" remains open as long a s the cable release or 
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shutter release is activated. The shutter.' closes as soon as 
either of these Bl'e de - activated. 
COMPUTER FLASH: 
Electronic flash units that eliminate the need to calculate the 
flash exposure and set the apet'ture as necessary when using 
manual flash units. A sensor in the front of the flash measures 
the strength of light reflected off the subject when the flash 
fir'es, and limits or increases exposure accordingly. 
DEPTH OF FIELD: 
The distance between the neal'est and furtherest points of the 
subject that reaches acceptable sharpness. 
DEPTH OF FIELD PREVIEW: 
A facility on most reflex cameras which effectively stops down 
the lens to the shooting aperture allowing visual assessment of 
depth of field. 
ELECTRONIC FLASH: 
An electronic unit which pI'oduces a ver~' brigtlt flash of ligtlt of 
brief duration (usually from 1/500th to 1/30 OOOth of a 
second) The flash of light is caused by a high voltage discharge 
between two electrodes enclosed in a glass cylindrical bulb 
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containing an inert gas such as argon or krypton. 
EXPOSURE LATITUDE: 
The maximum variation of film or paper exposure 
exposure which still yields acceptable results. 
FLASH SYNCHRONIZATION: 
fr'om the correct 
The timing of the flash to coincide with the shutter being 
opened. Electronic flash sync. speed is usually designated on 
the shutter speed dial of the camera by an "x" marking the 
appropriate shutter speed (eg 1/125th of a second or slower) 
which, must not be exceeded using focal - plane shuttered cameras. 
Cameras fitted with leaf shutters however, are synchl'onized up to 
the highest shutter speed (usually 1/500th of a second). 
The "M" setting on many older cameras 
synchronization speed for flashbulbs, and should 
used with electronic flash. 
ISO: 
indicates the 
thel'efor not be 
"International Standards Organization" - system of film ratirlg 
which replaces former ASA rating. 
LATITUDE: 
Extent to which film eXpOSUl"e can be varied and s till produ c e an 
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acceptable result. Exposure 
subject 
latitude is particularly dependant 
on type of film, and lighting . Colour materials, 
especially slide 
and whit e films. 
films, usually exhibit le ss latitude than black 
LUMEN: 
A unit of light intensi ty measurement. 
HYPERFOCAL DISTANCE: 
"The nearest point to the camera giving acceptable sharpness at a 
given aperture when the lens i s focussed at infinity. Focussing 
on this distance extends depth of field since eve rything will be 
sharp from half the hyperfocal distance to infinity". (Master 
photography - Beazley M. pg 216) 
MULTIPLE EXPOSURE: 
The process of making more than one expOSUI'e on one piece of 
film , thus allowing one image to be superimposed over another. 
OPEN FLASH: 
Firing flash when the shutter is held open 
settings) The flash can be fired many time s in 
(on "BOO or "T" 
succession from 
diff ere nt angles or positions prior to closing the shutter when 
the expOSUl'e is completed. 
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PANCHROMATIC: 
An emulsion which is sensitive 
complete visible spectru m. 
POSTERIZATION: 
Darkroom technique whereby 
made from an original image. 
to ultra violet ( UV) , and the 
seve ral negatives a nd positives are 
The final re s ult in printed form 
s how s on ly a re stricted rang e of tones. Registr'ation pI'oblems 
are often e n countered with this process, but the results are 
rewarding especially if tIle final result is printed in colour . 
REFLEX CAMERA: 
A camera which vie ws the subject by using a mirror to reflect 
light from a lens on to a viewing screen. Usually referr ed to as 
" 
single lens reflex camera (SLR) ; the term may also be 
associated with th e twin lens reflex (TLR) camera. 
RETICULATION: 
A finely detailed crazed pattern that so metimes appears 
pal'ticularly on B&W films if temperatur es of the different 
processing chemicals differ widel y. 
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SYNCHRO- SUNLIGHT: 
The combining of daylight and fill-in flash. Technique reduces 
harsh shadows in bright sunlight and is useful when using colour 
slide films which have a limited latitude. 
"T" SETTING: 
"Time" se tting. - Shutter opens when shutter release is depre ssed 
and closes when release is pI'essed again. 
VIGNETIE: 
Printing technique in which the image fades into the edges and 
cornel'S of the print. 
ZONE SYSTEM: 
Invented by Ansel Adams, the zone system relates exposure 
readings to tonal values in negativ e and pI'int. 
TERMINOLOGY: 
RECENT: 
For the purposes of this script the term "recent" will have the 
following implications; "not long past, that which happened or 
existed lately, lately begun, or modern" (Oxford dictionar y -
Oxford University Press) 
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STROBE LIGHT: 
American terminology for a conventional flash unit. However. in 
the context of this scrip t th e British explanation of a strobe 
light will be used; ie. the term "strobe-light" will refer to an 
electronic device which emits a large number of light flashes per 
second in rapid s u ccessio n . (As di sc ussed 
the title of Prof essor Harold Edgerton). 
****'*** 
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